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Abstract. Autonomous exploration and coverage in 3D environments
recently has became a rapidly developing research ﬁeld. Emerging 3D
reconstruction methods, designed speciﬁcally for exploration and coverage, allows capturing an environment in a greater details. However,
not much work addresses certain diﬃculties inherent to dense clutter
environments. We observed those diﬃculties and made an attempt that
seeks to expand the applicability of such methods to more demanding
scenarios. Automating the process of testing and evaluation by designing
a dense clutter environment generation algorithm (DCEGen) allows us
to measure comparative performance of available algorithms. We focus
on path-planning algorithms used in an unmanned ground vehicles. The
algorithm was implemented and veriﬁed using Gazebo simulator.
Keywords: Mobile robot · Gazebo simulation · ROS ·
Dense clutter environment · 3D environment reconstruction ·
Autonomous exploration and coverage algorithm · Next-best-view

1

Introduction

Modern 3D reconstruction systems have developed methods that are able to
produce highly-detailed and largely accurate reconstructions of real environments using online processing even with monocular cameras [8]. 3D Reconstruction systems have found their applications in autonomous navigation of mobile
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robots [19], 3D scanning [25] and augmented reality [27], that include consumer
software. However, some issues have not been yet resolved, e.g. operating in various dynamic environments, small range of sensing, operation in a featureless
monotone environments, presence of reﬂective surfaces, dynamic lighting conditions, etc. Eﬀorts that amend those issues lead to the fully autonomous 3D
scanning and possibility learning and reasoning about of 3D space. Complex
environments are especially important for evaluation of autonomous 3D exploration algorithms that are used in urban search and rescue robotics (USAR),
which is often constrained to non-typical environments, such as tunnels, caves,
forests, mountains, mines, construction sites, collapsed buildings, junkyards,
etc [16]. Even for applications within collaborative robotics [21], the task of
ﬁnding objects with known geometry speciﬁed by human in a house environments represents an exploration and coverage task [9], where the robot indicates
successful discovery. Motivation for this work is the lack of general evaluation
methodology for existing algorithms in dense cluttered environments. Majority
of development and testing work for 3D exploration and coverage planning algorithms are undertaken in well-controlled environments, majority of researchers
test their algorithms in their laboratory rooms that have simple underlying 3D
structure [4,15,20]. In general, behavior of an algorithm is not validated against
a complex geometry environment. Creating a dense clutter environment for real
experiments is a challenging task, especially if we are required to have fragile
objects that are coming out from walls or hanging down from a ceiling [14,26].
We propose an algorithm for testing environment generation for evaluation of
existing and our own exploration and coverage planning algorithms.
In this paper, we present the ﬁrst version of DCEGen - an environment generation algorithm that produces random dense clutter unstructured environments
as a 3D model with information of possibly visible voxels from a given robot
conﬁguration. DCEGen is designed to aid development of new algorithms for
tasks of autonomous exploration and coverage in dense clutter 3D environments.
DCEGen was developed using Python programming language and is targeting
for usage within Robot Operating System (ROS) framework [3].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related
work and highlights limitations of existing solutions. Section 3 describes problem deﬁnition, system setup and our proposed solution approach. Finally, we
conclude in Sect. 4 and discuss our future work plans.

2

Related Work

The problem of autonomous exploration and coverage in 3D space appeared
fairly recently as a scientiﬁc research, but there already signiﬁcant progress has
been made. This research area have started and still mostly concentrate on algorithms for UAVs, as UAVs usually have limited teleoperation control and low
capacity batteries that require more automation in area coverage jobs. Exploration and coverage path-planning problem for 3D and 2D (see [10]) spaces have
similar goal of developing a globally optimal solution that provides total coverage
of all visible environment in free conﬁguration space without a-priori knowledge.
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One of the ﬁrst research groups who have successfully combined exploration
and coverage goals for 3D space were [11]. They indicated that previous research
on exploration were ignorant of 3D space, works on coverage were based on apriori knowledge of the entire environment map, while next-best-view algorithms
assumed only single objects of known size (further discussed in [11]). They presented an information gain-based heuristic solution for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs), which relies on selection of closest frontiers with high information gain
(called next-best-view gain) (see Sect. 4.2). Next-best-view gain remains highly
popular measure in existing solutions for 3D space exploration and coverage
problems. Another early take on this problem was made by [2] with a similar
next-best-view solution, although addressing 3-DoF unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV) with omnidirectional depth sensor.
Another notable solution to the problem was proposed by [5] using RRT*
path-planning algorithm [13] replacing typical frontier-based algorithms. They
improved RRT* algorithm with execution of the current best branch that stops
after one node, which have improved the result and resilience to changes compared to existing solutions. Authors augmented their approach in [6] with the
ability to explore visible space by surfaces instead of voxels.
Other works in this area also contains some notable ideas: [22] use search for
edges of known surfaces instead of unobserved frontiers, which is a good idea for
orthogonal environment; [17] take into account the paths that provide the gain
in quality to model results inside voxels; [7] implement human-inspired visual
attention model that plan the exploration towards visually salient parts of RGB
image. [18] use genetics algorithms as an extra step to reﬁne the movement of
the robot between selected frontier viewpoints.
We assuming that most of these algorithms are not well suited for a goal of
getting total coverage in dense clutter environments due to their stochastic based
approach. Althrough most algorithms in this area are suitable for any robot
conﬁgurations, we designed DCEGen to use with basic 3-DoF UGV, without
considering applicability to other conﬁgurations.

3

Overview

This section describes our approach in detail. After formal problem deﬁnition,
an overview for random environment generation algorithms is presented.
3.1

Formal Definition of Autonomous Exploration and Coverage
Problem in 3D

Usually the problem’s goal in this research ﬁeld is to autonomously explore a
bounded 3D space V ⊂ R3 while minimizing the time to achieve total coverage.
Volume V is partitioned into voxels, each categorized as free, occupied, nonobserved or residual (not observable) type. The goal of exploration is considered
achieved when Vf ree ∪ Vocc = V \Vres .
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We start addressing speciﬁcs goal of dense clutter environment exploration
with formal deﬁnition by adding extra “hard to observe” voxel type, indicated as
Vhto ,. We consider environment as densely cluttered if it contains a large portion
of voxels that are only observable from limited view points in free conﬁguration
space.

Fig. 1. Labeled generated environment. Green voxels are observable voxels, red are
non-observable voxels and yellow are “hard to observe” voxels (Vhto ). Walls and voxels
above the robot head are omitted for better visualization. Visualized in MATLAB
environment using [23]. (Color ﬁgure online)

In addition, Vhto can be used as a performance indicator for more successful
algorithms during early iterations, as top performing algorithms must not skip
close Vhto for later. We also suggest using Vhto for real environment experiment
quality assessment by juxtaposing automatic and manual coverage for those
areas, as an alternative to entirety of the environment.
3.2

Random Dense Clutter Environment Generation

The core contribution of this paper is description of algorithm DCEGen used for
generation of cluttered environment for 3-DoF UGV robot conﬁguration. Our
algorithm composed of two steps. First, sample a random set of point tuples
deﬁning lines of random width in 2D space that are joined together in a single
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ﬁgure. Resulted ﬁgure is deﬁnes as collision-free path in space. Second, placing
random voxels onto 3D space outside the collision-free space with the addition
of random cuboids. Example of a generated environment is presented in Fig. 1.
DCEGen includes option to make environment to look more rugged or more
structured like urban environment. Another options controls dilation of the environment from free space as it goes up to form more heap-like structures. See the
diﬀerence in Fig. 2. For future work we are planning to implement non-planar
collision-free space for more complicated mobile robots with moving Z-axis depth
sensor.

Fig. 2. Heap-like (left) and orthogonal (right) types of environment.

Export as 3D Models. Preceding using generated environments as 3D models in simulation experiments, we have to apply smoothing to those models to
reduce voxel-based appearance. Smoothing is done in such a way that the resulting model does not touch 3D grid. This is required to negate noise factor and also
to make a dense clutter environment looks more realistic when voxel size is quite
high. Our solution for smoothing is to move away voxel faces in the opposite
direction to their normals, repeated for several steps in Blender [1]. We subdivide faces by 2, thus every face is now splitted to 4 faces. Smoothing vertices
are then applied with user-deﬁned multiplier value. Further inset faces operation are executed with negative depth and resulting model is exported to DAE
ﬁle format for use in Gazebo simulator. For convenience, we supply a Python
script using Blender that make whole process automatic. Figure 3 shows a simple example of a hole that gets transformed after execution of our smoothing
process. Depending on your goals, the result can be less or more smoothed. Fully
generated environment is presented in Fig. 5.
Count Visible Voxels. The core feature of DCEGen analyzer is the ability to
count number of observable and hard to observe voxels of free space in a generated environment. For this process we use octomap mapping package [12] which
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Fig. 3. The proposed solution for smoothing voxels in a simple case of a hole. Note
that there are Vhto inside the hole (considering that viewpoints are located only around
the model).

Fig. 4. The results of octomap mapping package that brings scans back to voxel form.
Diﬀerent colors are used only for demonstration purposes to emphasize voxels’ height.
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translates scanned 3D reconstruction back to voxel form, usage shown in Fig. 4.
Possible coverage for a map is assessed by counting every visible voxel from every
view point with detail summarization. If a voxel was seen from limited amount
of viewpoints below HTO threshold from the whole environment, then it is considered Vhto . Robot is teleported to viewpoints to speed ups observation process
and controlled by changing robot model position in Gazebo via pause physics
service that is accessable through ROS interface. After processing a viewpoint
the script resets octomap mapping package but before that it increments the
visibility of covered voxels.

Fig. 5. Example of a generated environment with a robot. A user can deﬁne an
environment size.
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Free space is a continuous space, so it is not possible to sample all free space
for viewpoints. Therefore, we propose sampling of viewpoints as more dense 2D
grid than initial robot’s free space 2D grid with density multiplier parameter.
The quality of voxel visibility can be double-checked by projecting covered voxels
into a 3D model [20,24].

4

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an algorithm for generating dense clutter environment DCEGen, which was designed for assessment of autonomous exploration
and coverage algorithms that are employed for UGVs. We implemented the algorithm in Python programming language and it works within Robot Operating
System framework inside Gazebo simulator. We presented a novel metric of space
point visibility that is based upon a number of “hard to observe” voxels and will
serve as a useful assessment tool in simulation and real world experiments. Our
next goal is to create an algorithm that improves upon existing solutions for
dense clutter environments. The Python code is available for public use in our
Gitlab repository.1 .
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